
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program Overview: 

East Wellington Community Services (EWCS) operates four retail stores including two gently 
used clothing stores, an online bookstore, and Bookends Retail Store located at 45 Main Street, 
Erin.  Our store accepts donations of gently used books from the community and sells them at 
reasonable, affordable prices.  Revenue generated from these sales goes towards funding 
EWCS many programs and services.  
 

Position Purpose: To assist in the sale of online books, the Volunteer Shipper prepares books 
for shipping to any location around the world. As the Shipper’s tasks take place in the store, the 
Shipper may also be required to assist customers in our stores. Volunteers are ambassadors of 
EWCS and help to promote our agency to the public and specifically to customers. To promote 
the visibility of EWCS and Bookends. Volunteers help support EWCS’ mission by raising funds 
to support community programs and services. 

Qualifications: Volunteers in this position should have an eye for detail, have experience using 
computers (google docs, Outlook and other programs); can work in an environment where there 
are other distractions. The Shipper should be comfortable working with others, have a pleasant 
demeanor, is dependable and patient. Volunteers must be welcoming, enjoy answering 
questions and going out of their way to make customers’ experiences enjoyable.  

Duties/Responsibilities: 
General duties 

 Open or close the store including putting out signs/turn on lights, counting float 

 Welcome customers; inform them of promotions or upcoming EWCS events 

 Provide courteous, helpful assistance to customers whenever necessary. 

 Operate cash register.  Process sales transactions and package/bag items purchased. 

 Accept books from donors following guidelines in “Book Donations”, Section #4 
Bookends Manual. Thank donors for their generousity. 

 May train/mentor new volunteers 

 Inform Supervisor if supplies are low (e.g. stationery and bathroom supplies) 
Specific Shipping Duties 

 Obtain “book order” information; locate book. 

 Print out shipping manifest 

 Package, measure and weigh book 

 Attach shipping label, and determine postage 

 Record books sold; enter tracking information; record supplies used 

 Take package to post office 
All volunteers are expected to 
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 Maintain confidentiality and non-discrimination policies at all times 

 Maintain up-to-date knowledge and awareness of EWCS programs, functions and 
events  

 Behave in the manner consistent with the values and ethics of EWCS appropriately 
representing the agency in the community 

 Perform other duties as required 
Time Commitment: For store coverage, shifts are three hours in length from either 10 a.m.-1 or 
1 p.m.-4 p.m.  If Shipping only, volunteer shift may take shorter or longer, depending on number 
of books to be shipped. 
 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT FOR RECEIPT OF JOB DESCRIPTION: 

I have received a copy of the job description and have read and under stood its contexts. 

Volunteer Name:________________________Date:________________________________ 

 

 

Volunteer Signature:_____________________          Manager’s Signature:__________________ 

 


